READING/LANGUAGE ARTS
ONLINE COMMON CORE MODULES
Drilling Deeper into the Core Series

Module 1: Elements of Rigor in the Common Core Classroom

- What is rigor?
- What are elements of a rigorous lesson?
- How do teachers scaffold rigorous texts?
- Classroom sample footage and video guide
  http://connect.lacoe.edu/p12a6jlppz3/

Module 2: Strategies for Close Reading

- What is close reading?
- Key features of close reading
- 3 Protocols for teachers to follow
- Short example of classroom footage
- Downloadable resources
  http://connect.lacoe.edu/p2k5udq81k9/

Contact Leslie Zoroya, R/LA Consultant, for more info:
Ph. 562.922.6496          Zoroya_Leslie@lacoe.edu
Drilling Deeper into the Core Series
Online Modules for Teachers, Literacy Coaches and Administrators

- Short, 30-minute, archived webinars
- Brief intros to the concept
- Strategy intro and practice
- Classroom footage
- Downloadable resources
- Ready to go!

Leslie Zoroya, Reading/Language Arts Consultant
Los Angeles County Office of Education
Zoroya Leslie@lacoe.edu  562.922.6496
What is rigor?

What are the elements of a rigorous lesson?

Watch and analyze a classroom lesson

*Focus on intentionality in planning and delivering the lesson
Module 2: Strategies for Close Reading

- What is close reading?
- Criteria for choosing texts
- Strategies & protocols for facilitating close reading
- Short video example
- Special considerations for early elementary
Module 3: *Metacognition-The Missing Link to a Deeper Think* (April 2)
- What is metacognition?
- Why is it important in CC instruction?
- Strategies to infuse into current lessons and routines

Module 4: *The Art of Collaboration-Strategies to Facilitate Student Engagement and Deeper Learning* (May 14)
- The role of collaboration in the CC classroom
- Practical strategies –resource document
- Analyze a classroom example